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We introduce a new method for proving explicit upper bounds on the
VC dimension of general functional basis networks and prove as an
application, for the first time, that the VC dimension of analog neural
networks with the sigmoidal activation function _( y)=11+e&y is
bounded by a quadratic polynomial O((lm)2) in both the number l of
programmable parameters, and the number m of nodes. The proof
method of this paper generalizes to much wider class of Pfaffian activa-
tion functions and formulas and gives also for the first time polynomial
bounds on their VC dimension. We present also some other applica-
tions of our method. ] 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
This paper studies the VC dimension of general func-
tional basis networks, and the resulting Boolean combina-
tions of certain formulas. We develop a new method
for proving explicit upper bounds for a wide class of
analog neural networks with general Pfaffian activation
functions.
The most commonly used activation function in various
neural networks applications is the sigmoid _( y)=11+e&y
(cf. [HKP91]). We refer to [AB92; M93a; MS93] for all
the necessary background on the computation by neural
networks and the VC dimension (particularly, to the con-
nection between their computational power and the sample
complexity).
In [MS93] the finiteness of VC dimension of sigmoidal
neural networks has been established for the first time using
a deep result in model theory. It is perhaps worth nothing
that slightly more general analytic increasing activation
functions do not always have a finite VC-dimension [S92].
In Maass’s 1993 lecture notes [M93a] (see also [GJ93;
MS93]), Open Problem 10 asks:
Is the VC dimension of analog neural nets with the
sigmoid activation function _( y)=11+e&y bounded by a
polynomial in the number of programmable parameters?
In this paper we give an affirmative answer, with a poly-
nomial bound in the number of programmable parameters.
We believe that the bound can be improved to the one sub-
quadratic in the number of programmable parameters and
the number of nodes using a variant of our method. The
result is a special case of a much more general result about
the VC dimension of the classes defined by certain formulas.
In contrast to [KM94], this paper does not use o-mini-
mality and therefore can be applied to more general situa-
tions like the Pfaffian functions for which o-minimality is
not yet even established(!).
In the case of boolean functions computed by sigmoidal
neural networks (cf. [MSS91; M93b]), our result entails,
also for the first time, by a simple counting argument, the
fact that not every boolean function can be computed by a
single polynomial size sigmoidal or general Pfaffian neural
network with an appropriate weight assignment.
We refer to [AB92; GJ93; MS93] for all notions required
for the VC dimension of neural networks, and to [H76] for
all notions of differential geometry.
The paper was inspired by the work of Goldberg and
Jerrum [GJ93], who could deal with polynomial activation
functions. A reference in [GJ93] to Warren’s paper [W68]
was of particular importance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we intro-
duce the necessary formalism for the describing formulas, as
well as all preparatory algebraic and topological facts.
Section 2 contains the Main Result, and Sections 3 and 4 the
applications.
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1. THE SETTING
1.1. We shall consider a standard model of a feed-
forward network architecture A with the activation function
_ (cf., e.g., [M93a, MS93]) with k inputs, m computational
nodes, and l weights (the number of programmable
parameters). We assume (for simplicity) that the output
gate of A has range [0, 1]. We associate with A an exponen-
tial formula 8(v , y~ )>0 for v # Rk, and y~ # Rl, 8 being a
composition of polynomials, and activation functions over
the computation nodes of A. 8(v , y~ )>0 represents the
function computed by A. Alternatively, and this is crucial in
our paper, we describe the computation of A as a Boolean
combination of atomic formulas of two forms {(v , y~ )=0 or
{(v , y~ )>0 describing local computations of A at its com-
putational nodes (for appropriate v ’s, and y~ ’s). The VC
dimension of the network A is the VC dimension of the class
C8=[8; : ; # Rl] for 8; =[x # Rk: 8(x , ; )>0] the parti-
tion of Rk by A according to the weight assignment ; . (The
general reader is referred to [MS93; GJ93] for definitions
and basic properties of the VapnikChervonenkis (VC)
dimension. We say a set SRk is shattered by C8 if
[S & C: C # C8]=P(S). The VC dimension of C8 is the
maximal size of any set S that can be shattered by C8 , or 
if arbitrary large subsets may be shattered.)
We turn our attention now to the analysis of general for-
mulas resulting from the local computation descriptions
of A. The method of our analysis is by no means restricted
to the network architectures only and can be applied to a
much larger class of formulas, which could be of inde-
pendent interest.
1.2. We start now with some definitions and notations.
Fix integers k, l and C  (infinitely differentiable) functions
{1 , ..., {s from Rk+l to R. Write {i as {i (vi , ..., vk , y1 , ..., yl)
(or {i (v , y~ )).
Form a first-order language L with primitives < (for
order) and function symbols { 1 , ..., { s , of arity k+l, corre-
sponding to {1 , ..., {s . (We drop & for readability.)
Let 8(v , y~ ) be a quantifier-free L-formula, so 8 is a
Boolean combination of atomic formulas, which can be of
two forms,
{(v , y~ )>0,
or
{(v , y~ )=0,
where { is an L-term. For this paper, we assume each { to be
one of {i’s.
For ; # Rl, one defines
8; =[v # Rk: R < 8(v , ; )]Rk,
and the family
C8=[8; : ; # Rl].
In this paper we give good explicit bounds on the VC-
dimension of C8 , under certain assumptions about the {i .
1.3. Assumptions on the {i . Let : 1 , ..., : V be elements
of Rk. Form the (sV many) C  funtions {i (: j , y~ ) from R l
to R. Choose 31 , ..., 3r (rl ) from among these, and let
F: Rl  Rr
be defined by
F( y~ )=(31( y~ ), ..., 3r( y~ )).
By Sard’s theorem [M65], the set of nonregular values
(=1 , ..., =r) of F in Rr has Lebesgue measure 0. Recall that
(=1 , ..., =r) is a regular value of F if either
(a) F&1((=1 , ..., =r) )=<, or
(b) F&1((=1 , ..., =r) ) is an (l&r)-dimensional C -sub-
manifold of Rl.
This motivates the assumption we now impose on the {i .
Assumption. There is a bound B, independent on the : j ,
r, and =1 , ..., =r such that if F&1((=1 , ..., =r) ) is an (l&r)-
dimensional C -submanifold of Rl then F&1((=1 , ..., =r) )
has B connected components.
Fix such a B henceforth.
1.4. Examples. (a) The {i are polynomials of degree
d in y~ . Then B can be taken as 2 } (2d ) l by a result of
Milnor [M64].
(b) Khovanski [K91, p. 91, Corollary 3] proved a basic
result about exponential polynomials, namely:
Theorem 1. Suppose lm. Let Qi (im) be elements of
R[ y1 , ..., yl , e41, ..., e4q], where the 4i are linear functions of
y1 , ..., yl . Suppose the Qi have degree di , and let k=l&m,
and S=mi=1 di+k+1. Suppose (0, ..., 0) is a regular value
of (Q1 , ..., Qm), with inverse image a manifold of dimen-
sion k. Then that manifold has no more than 2q(q&1)2 }
d1 } } } dm } Sk[(k+1) S&k]q connected components.
This gives, for 1.3, if {i (v , y~ ) is polynomial of degree d in
v , y~ , and q fixed subterms (independent of i) exp( g(v , y~ )),
g linear, B2ql(ql&1)2 } d l } Sl[lS]ql, where S=dl+l+1.
The q in Theorem 1 becomes ql now, because of the substi-
tutions of l many : j for v~ . So
log B(ql )(ql&1)2+l log d+l log S+ql log(lS)
(ql )(ql&1)2+l log d+l(q+1) log S+ql log l.
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(c) If the {i are definable in an o-minimal expansion of
the real field [KPS86], the existence of a B is guaranteed,
but good bounds are not.
(d) Examples for which o-minimality is unknown but
where our method applies involved Pfaffian functions (cf.
[K91, p. 91, Example 3]). We recall that a sequence of real
functions F1 , ..., Fq is a Pfaffian chain if all partial
derivatives of every Fi , 1iq, can be expressed as poly-
nomials in the first i functions in the chain and the coor-
dinate functions. Suppose the {i (v , y~ ) are polynomials of
degree d in the v , y~ and in functions F1 , ..., Fq which form
a Pfaffian chain of length q, where the polynomials are of
degree D. Let rl and 31 , ..., 3r as in 1.3, defining a
manifold of dimension l&r. Then if S=r(d&1)+lD+1,
we have
B2lq(lq&1)2 } d r } Sl&r[(l&r+1) S&(l&r)] lq
giving, independent of r a (crude) bound
B2lq(lq&1)2 } d l } (l(d+D)) l (l 2(d+D)) lq.
The bound in Theorem 1 corresponds to D=1.
As for the exponential example Khovanski’s q becomes in
our case lq after the : j get substituted.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
2.1. We shall prove:
Theorem 2 (Assumption as above). VC-Dimension (C8)
2 log B+(16+2 log s) l.
(Note. In this paper log is logarithm to base 2.)
2.2. Let a 1 , ..., a V be elements of Rk such that
[a 1 , ..., a V] is shattered by C8 . For each subset E of
[a 1 , ..., a V], pick y~ E in Rl such that E=[a j : R < 8(a j , y~ E)].
Choose =>0 such that if any {i (a j , y~ E) (1is, 1 jV,
E[a 1 , ..., a V]) is {0, then |{i (a j , y~ E)|>=.
Note that for #~ # Rl, the set [a j : R < 8(a j , #~ )] depends
only on the signs (+, &, or 0) taken at #~ by the functions
{i (a j , y~ ) (1is, 1 jV). (The sign of * is + if *>0,
& if *<0, and 0 if *=0.)
Because of the y~ E one has 2V such sign series as #~ varies.
The y~ E now show the following.
Lemma 3. If 0<=ij<= (1is, 1 jV) the comple-
ment in Rl of the union of the sets [ y~ : {i (a j , y~ )==ij] _
[ y : {i (a j , y~ )=&=ij] (1is, 1 jV) has at least 2V
connected components (V, a j , = are fixed as above).
2.3. This can now be combined with Sard [S42, M65],
and a combinatorial idea of Warren [W68], to give
Theorem 2.
We use the following cases of Sard’s theorem. We have a
C  map F: Rm  Rn. A point p of Rn is called a regular value
of F if either mn and F&1( p) is a submanifold of Rm of
dimension m&n, or empty, or m>n and F&1( p) is empty.
Then the basic result is that the set of q in Rn which are not
regular values of F has Lebesgue measure 0.
(It is easily seen that the normal definition of regular
value, in terms of F&1( p) containing no critical points, is
equivalent to that given above.)
Now we apply Sard [S42]. Let P=[(i, j): 1is,
1 jV]. For (i, j) # P, let {i, j ( y~ )={i (a j , y~ ). For
AP, and f # [1, &1]A, let FA, f ( y~ )=( ..., f ((i, j) ) } {i, j ,
( y~ ), ...) (i, j) # A . So FA, f is a C  map from Rl to RA. For =
in RP, let Z(A, f )(=)=[ y~ : for all (i, j) # A, {i, j ( y~ )=
f ((i, j) ) {i, j ( y~ )]. Finally, let I=[&1, 1], which has
measure 2.
Lemma 4. Let 1 be the set of all = in I P such that for all
AP with card(A)= jl, and all f # [&1, 1]A, Z(A, f )(=)
is either empty, or a manifold of dimension l& j. Then 1 has
measure 2card(P).
Proof. Look at the = for which the condition fails for
some A, f . Let 6A be the projection of I P onto I A. Then
6A(=) is not a regular value of FA, f , so it belongs to a subset
of RA of measure 0. So the = in I P for which the condition
fails for A, f have measure 0. Since there are only finitely
many A, f the result follows. K
Now a slight refinement.
Lemma 5. Let 1 $ be the subset of 1 consisting of all =
such that if card(A)>l and f # [1, &1]A, then Z(A, f )(=) is
empty. Then 1 $ has measure 2card(P).
Proof. Again, consider the = for which condition fails for
a fixed A, f . As before, this set has measure 0. Since there are
only finitely many A, f , the result follows. K
We now take up the notations of Lemma 3. The =ij in I P
with 0<=ij<= form a set of measure =card(P). (Of course,
card(P)=sV). Combining this with Lemma 5, we get that
1 $ intersected with the above has measure =card(P), and so, in
particular, it is nonempty.
Note finally, before we approach Theorem 2 via a
theorem of Warren, that for = in 1 $, if A1A2 and f1 f2
then Z(A2 , f2)(=) is a submanifold of Z(A1 , f1)(=).
Warren [W68] proved:
Theorem 6. Let M be a connected topological
n-manifold, and let M1 , ..., Mn be connected (n&1)-manifolds
which are submanifolds of M so that
(1) The Mi are closed in M;
(2) The intersection of any given j of the Mi , 1 jn, is
either empty, or is an (n& j)-submanifold of the intersection
of any ( j&1) of the Mi ;
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(3) Any intersection of more than n of the Mi is non-
empty.
Let bj (0 jn) be the number of connected components
among all intersections of any jn of the Mi . Then
M&ni=1 Mi has no more than 
n
j=0 bj connected com-
ponents.
Proof. See [W68, Theorem 1]. We want to apply this
by fixing = in 1 $, taking M=Rl and the Mi as the zerosets
of the {i, j ( y~ )\=ij . All that is missing is that we did not
guarantee that these zerosets are connected. But if we rather
take the Mi as the connected components of the zerosets, the
hypotheses of Theorem 6 are satisfied. Indeed, Warren’s
result clearly remains true if the condition on connectedness
of the Mi is dropped.
Going back to Lemma 3, we see to bound 2V by the
number of connected components of the complement in Rl
of the union of the sets [ y~ : {ij ( y~ )==ij] _ [ y~ : {ij ( y~ )= &=ij],
where each =ij is between 0 and =, and = is in 1 $. To apply
Warren, we have to bound the bj for 0 jl. Of course,
b0=1.
Now n = 2sV. Let 1  j  l. There are n many zero
sets, but of course any intersection [ y~ : {ij ( y~ )==ij] &
[ y~ : {ij ( y~ )=&=ij]=<.
Any intersection of no more than j of the zerosets has B
connected components (original assumption). So by these
two remarks
bj2 j } \sVj + } B,
giving
:
l
j=0
bjB } :
l
j=0
2 j } \sVj +
B } \2sVel +
l
by [W68].
So now we have
2VB } \2sVel +
l
.
Conclusion of Proof of Theorem 2. Case 1. V  4sel.
Then
2VB(8s2e2) lB(4se)2l,
so
Vlog B+2l log(4se)log B+10l+2l log s.
Case 2. V>4sel. Then
2VB \Vl +
2l
,
so
2VlB1l \Vl +
2
.
Now 2V2l>(Vl )2 if V>16l, so either 2V2l<B1l, or
V16l. So either 2V<B2, or V16l. So either V<2 log B,
or V16l. K
3. APPLICATIONS
3.1. If we now work with polynomials and Milnor’s
bound for B, we get the results from [GJ93].
3.2. An example involving exponentiation. Fix q and
linear functions 41 , ..., 4q of v , y~ . Let {i (v , y~ ), 1is, be
polynomials, of total degree di , in v , y~ and the e4i ’s.
We showed after Theorem 1(1.4) that
log B(ql )(ql&1)2+l log d+l(q+1) log S+ql log l,
where
S=dl+l+1(d+1)(l+1).
So
VC&Dim(C8)
(ql )(ql&1)+2l log d+2l(q+1) log S
+2ql log l+(16+2 log s) l
(ql )(ql&1)+2l log d+2l(q+1) log(d+1)
+2l(q+1) log(l+1)+2ql log l+(16+2 log s) l.
So
VC&Dim(C8)
(ql )(ql&1)+4l(q+1) log(l+1)
+2l(q+2) log(d+1)+(16+2 log s) l.
3.3. Application to sparse formulas. Since Khovanski’s
[K91] one has known how to use finiteness theorems about
exponentiation to give uniform estimates in problems
involving families of polynomials, where there is an absolute
bound to the number of nonzero coefficients occurring, but
none on the degrees involved. So this is all we now assume
about the {i (v , y~ ).
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The strategy is to break the y~ -space Rl into 3l pieces
according to yj<0, yj=0, yj>0.
Having chosen for each j one such sign, one changes to
variables y$j with y$j=log(&yj) if yj<0, y$j= yj if yj=0, and
y$j=log( yj) if yj>0. Then {i (v , y~ ) transforms to a function
linear in no more than qi exponentials of linear functions of
the y~ $, where qi is the number of nonzero coefficients of {i .
In particular any {i (a j , y~ ) will satisfy the hypotheses of
Khovanski’s Theorem 1, with di=1.
So we can apply 3.2 3l times. After taking log s we get for
VC&Dim(C8) the bound
(ql )(ql&1)+2l(q+1)+2l(q+1) log(l+1)
+2ql log l+(16+2 log s) l+l log 3.
4. APPLICATION TO SIGMOIDAL NEURAL NETWORKS
4.1. Let us recall again [MS92] the definition of a
sigmoidal network architecture A. The data involves:
(a) A directed acyclic graph G, labeled by variables and
polynomials as explained below;
(b) an integer l, the dimension of the space of weights
(the number of programmable parameters), and the weight
variables y1 , ..., yl ;
(c) if there are k input nodes (i.e., nodes of in-degree 0)
these are labeled by variables v1 , ..., vk ;
(d) there is exactly one output node (i.e., a node of out-
degree zero);
(e) those nodes which are not input nodes are called
computation nodes, and the m th such Nm is labeled by a
variable zm , and a polynomial
PNm(vt1 , ..., vt\ , zu1 , ..., zu# , y*1 , ..., y*$),
where the y ’s are a subset of the weight variables, the v ’s
correspond to the input nodes immediately below Nm (i.e.,
connected to Nm) and the z ’s correspond to the computa-
tion nodes immediately below Nm .
One now fixes an activation function _: R  R, in our
case the function
_(x)=
1
1+e&x
.
Then A computes a function ;A : Rk+l  R, as described
recursively below:
(a) If N is an input node, with associated variable vi ,
fN(v , y~ )=vi ,
(b) If N is a computation node with variable zm ,
fN(v , y~ )=PN(vt1 , ..., vt\ , _( fN1(v , y~ )), ...,
_( fN#(v , y~ )), y*1 , ..., y*$) (*)
where Ni corresponds to zui , 1i#.
Then ;A is fN| , where N| is the output node.
Now, if we work in a language with +, &, } , 0, 1, <, and
a symbol _ for the activation function, then fNw(v , y~ ) is given
by a term {(v , y~ ), by transcribing naively the above recur-
sion. Let 8(v , y~ ) be
{(v , y~ )>0.
Then (by definition) the VC-dimension of A is the VC-
dimension of C8 . By [L92] (which appeals to [W94])
this dimension is finite, since _ is definable in +, &, } ,
0, 1, <, ex.
We now apply our method to get a good polynomial
bound for VC&dim(A). So we need to know a bound on
the number of connected components of a manifold of
dimension l& j defined by the conditions
{(: i , y~ )==i , 1i j (l ).
We are aware of several approaches to this computation
and may in the future look more closely at the relative
merits of various methods. For now we appeal directly to
the Khovanski estimates previously used, but now they are
applied in a high-dimensional space.
For each i with 1i j, and each computation node N
we add variables ZN, i and Z N, i . Among these are the output
variables Zw, i for each i. Finally, we add input variables
vc, i for ck, i j.
Now consider the system of equations
ZN, i=PN(vt1 , i , ..., vt\ , i , Z N1 , i , ..., Z N# , i , y*1 , ..., y*$)
1=Z N, i (1+e&ZN, i)
as N ranges over computation nodes, and 1i j. To see
the meaning, refer to (*).
Write the system as
S(v 1 , ..., v j , zw, 1 , ..., zw, j , y~ , w~~ ),
where v c=(vc, 1 , ..., vc, j) and w~~ denotes all the remaining
variables.
The essential points are:
(1) S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ ) O {(: i , y~ )==i , 1i j;
(2) If {(: i , y~ )==i for all 1i j, then there are unique
w~~ such that S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ );
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(3) The set in Rl defined by the conditions {(: i , y~ )==i ,
1i j, is homeomorphic to that in ( y~ , w~~ ) space defined by
S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ ), so either both or neither are
manifolds.
So now we can use the Khovanski estimates on S,
assuming S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ ) defines a manifold of
dimension l& j. Note that there are l+(2m+1) } j variables
among ( y~ , w~~ ), if m is the number of nonoutput computation
nodes of A. S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ ) is defined by 2mj
equations and, of course, l+(2m+1) j&2mj=l& j.
Let d be a bound for the degree of all PN . Then, by
Khovanski, S(: 1 , ..., : j , =1 , ..., =j , y~ , w~~ ) defines a set with no
more than 2((m+1) j)((m+1) j&1)2 d 2mj(2mjd+(l& j)+1) l& j
((l& j+1) 2mjd&(l& j))(m+1) j connected components.
So this gives us a bound B for the {-problem, namely,
B2nl(nl&1)2 } d 2nl } (l } (2nd+1)) l } (2nl 2d )nl,
where n=m+1=number of computation nodes of A.
So log Bnl(nl&1)2+2nl log d+l log l+l log(2nd+1)+
2nl log l+nl log(2nd)=;(A), say.
Now, applying Theorem 2, we get:
Theorem 7. The VC-dimension of A is bounded above by
2;(A)+16l.
The term (nl )(nl&1)2 is obviously the dominant term, if
d is small. Since in the general case l could majorize n, one
can argue that our bound is of degree 4 as a function of l
only.
4.2. Generalizations. The estimation above with a
dominant term (ml )2 does not depend essentially on the
type of the activation function used. An alternative
approach to the above result works directly with the func-
tion fNw(v , y~ ), and uses the fact that fNw is a Pfaffian
function. For the fundamental work on Pfaffian functions
one should consult [K91].
_(x) is Pfaffian, since _$(x)=_(x)&(_(x))2. Clearly
fN (v , y~ ) is Pfaffian, for N an input node, for fN(v , y~ )=vi ,
where vi is the input variable corresponding to N. Using
(*) we have, for a computation node N,

yj
fN(v , y~ )=
PN
Zu1
}
fN1
yj
} (_( fN1)&_( fN1)
2)
+
PN
Zu2
}
fN2
yj
} (_( fN2)&_( fN2)
2)
+ } } } +
PN
Zur
}
fNr
yj
} (_( fNr)&_( fNr)
2)
+:
PN
y*r
}
y*r
yj
and

yj
_( fN(v , y~ ))=

yj
fN(v , y~ ) } (_( fN)&_( fN)2).
From this one sees that if :1 , ..., :r (rl) are arbitrary
values of v then the collection of all fN(: i , y~ ) and
_( fN(: i , y~ )) for rl and N an input or computation node,
from a Pfaffian chain of length 2ml, in which all polynomials
have degree d+2.
Finally, let 3i ( y~ ) be fNw(: i , y~ ), a polynomial of degree
d in the variables and the elements of the chain. Our task
was to bound the number of connected components of
[ y~ : 3( y~ )==1 , ..., 8r( y~ )==r]
under the assumption this is an (l&r)-submanifold of Rl.
We can apply [K91, p. 91, Example 3], described in 1.3.
So we get, in the present case,
B22ml(2ml&1)2 } (d+2) l } Sl&1(lS)2ml,
where
S(d+3)(l+1).
This is slightly inferior to the bound given in Theorem 7.
However, the method used here clearly generalizes to give a
huge variety of examples in which, as in 3.2 or Theorem 7,
we get a dominant term quadratic in ql. (In the above
q=2ml).
In particular, the analogue of Theorem 3.2 is: Let {i (v , y~ ),
1is, be polynomials of degree d in the v , y~ and func-
tions f1 , ..., fq in a Pfaffian chain of length q and degree D.
Then
VC&Dim(C8)
2(ql )(ql&1)+2l log d+2l log(ld+lD+1)
_2ql log l+2ql log(ld+lD+1)+l(16+2 log S).
As for Theorem 7, it generalizes to architectures with
Pfaffian activation functions. The only difference is that a q
and a D appear. Suppose that the activation functions of A
are all members of a Pfaffian chain of length q and degree D.
Then the argument outlined earlier for the sigmoid case
gives
B2 lmq(lmq&1)2 } d l } l l(d+D) l } (l 2(d+D)) l mq
2lmq(lmq& &1)2 } d l } l l+2lmq } (d+D)l+2lmq
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so
log Blmq(lmq&1)2+l log d+(l+2lmq) log l
+(l+2lmq) log(d+D),
given the VC bound  lmq(lmq & 1) + (2 log d + 16 +
2 log s) l+2(l+2lmq) log l+2(l+2lmq) log(d+D). Thus
there is a quadratic effect from q, but only a logarithmic one
from D.
4.3. Arctangent. A special case is worth recording. Take
the arctangent as the activation function of a network
architecture. The Pfaffian chain is 1(1+x2), arctan x, so
q=2, and one readily verifies D=2. So one has for
arctangent activation the dominant term 4lm, rather than
lm for the sigmoid.
4.4. Sparse networks. We maintain the notations of 4.1,
but now we consider families of A ’s, based on some graph
and _, but where the PN can vary, subject to the restriction
that none of them have more than 2 many nonzero coef-
ficients. Combining the ideas of 3.3 and 4.1, we easily get for
log B a bound with dominant term quadratic in ln 2, and
this is, of course, dominant in the VC-dimension bound for
the A ’s in the family.
4.5. Haussler’s pseudodimension. We refer to [MS93]
for the definition of the pseudo-dimension of an architec-
ture. Since the pseudo-dimension of an architecture A is
bounded by the VC-dimension of a new architecture A$ (see
[MS93]) got directly from A, we get polynomial bounds for
the pseudo-dimension. This answers affirmatively the
second part of Problem 10 in [M93a].
4.6. Boolean functions. We are interested now in com-
putation of boolean functions f : [0, 1]k  [0, 1] by neural
networks (cf. [MSS91, M93b]). It is known that applying
some single nonboolean activation functions enhances,
sometimes dramatically, the computational power of a
neural network (cf. [MSS91]) even if restricted to the
boolean functions. However, it has been open for sometime
now how much this increase in computational power of a
neural network could be. The fundamental inability to
answer this problem was caused by the lack of a method
bounding the amount of information that can be encoded in
the weights of a neural network. Particularly, no known
methods were sufficient even to show that there always
exists a boolean function f : [0, 1]k  [0, 1] which cannot
be computed by single constant depth, polynomial size
(number of nodes and programmable parameters) neural
network with sigmoidal activation function with an
appropriate weight assignment. Main results of this paper
entail a solution to this problem. In fact the polynomial
bounds on the VC dimension entail that no subexponential
size 2o(k) sigmoidal or general Pfaffian neural network can
compute all boolean function f : [0, 1]k  [0, 1] under
appropriate weight assignments. Let A be a sigmoidal or
general Pfaffian neural network with m nodes and l
programmable parameters. Denote by BA the set of all
boolean functions computed by A under an appropriate
weight assignment, and by d the VC dimension of A.
Observe that also the VC dimension of A restricted to the
boolean functions is bounded by d. We have ln( |BA | )
O(kd ) (cf., e.g., [AB92]). Our O((lm)2) upper bounds on
the VC dimension d of A entail now the following formula
for the number |BA | of different boolean functions com-
puted by A: |BA |2O(kl
2m2).
4.7. Multivariate activation. There is also more
remarkable further generalization. There is an obvious way
to consider network architectures with multivariate activa-
tion functions. If these are Pfaffian, we still get a quadratic
dominant term. We will elaborate this in a future publi-
cation.
5. OPTIMALITY OF KHOVANSKI’S 2q(q&1)2 BOUND?
We strongly suspect that this bound can be lowered to the
order qq (t2q log q). Obviously this would improve our
upper bounds on the VC dimension. The best lower bound
on the VC dimension of neural networks is 0(l log l) (cf.
[M93a; M94]) for the threshold, and 0(l 2) (cf. [KS95])
for piecewise polynomial and sigmoidal activation func-
tions. There is still a large gap between 0(l 2) lower bound
and our O(l 4) upper bound for sigmoidal and Pfaffian
activation functions. The current bound on B in our paper
comes because of Khovanski’s technique of removing one
variable at a time (cf. [K91, p. 13]). We are looking closely
at a method for getting to a kind of Bezout ’s estimate in one
step, removing all variables simultaneously.
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